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1. Introduction. A theorem of Atalla [1] states that the Cesro
means {(1/n)(T-... - T)} of a lirtear contraction T on a Grothendieck
space X converge strongly if and only if the weak* closure and the
strong closure of the range of T*--I* (the dual operator of T-I)
coincide. The main purpose of the present paper is to prove aa ana-
logue of this theorem for semigroups of linear operators.

Throughout the paper X is a Grothendieck space, i.e., weak*
sequential convergence in the dual space X* is equivalent to weak
sequential convergence (cf. [3]), and (T(t)}>0 is a locally integrable
semigroup of linear operators on X. By this we mean that for each

Z T(.)x is strongly measurable on (0, oo) and [i T(s)x ds < oo for

t e (0, oo). Then the Bochner integral i T(s)xds exists for allevery

x e X. Since T(.) is strongly continuous on (0, oo) (see [4, p. 616]),
this integral is also an improper Riemann integral.

Let S(t) denote the operator on X such that S(t)x=_[o T(s)xds or
all x e X. Then S(t)is a continuous linear operator (see [4, p. 685]).
The ergodic theory is concerned with the existence of limt_ t-S(t)x.
When the limit exists strongly for all x in X, T(.) is said to be strongly
ergodic.

First we specify some notations. P will stand for the map which
sends x to the strong limit s-limt. t-S(t)x whenever the limit exists;
its domain D(P) is the set of all x for which the limit exists. Similarly,
Q is the map in X* determined by the weak* limits w*-limt_ t-S*(t)x*.
Also we shall use the following notations:

F= N(T(t) I) F* N(T*(t) I*)
t>o t>o

R----span, {>0 R(T(t)--,)}; R* span { R(T*(t)- I*)},
where N(L) and R(L) are the null space and the range of an operator
L.

We shall prove the following theorems.
Theorem 1. Let T(.) be a locally integrable semigroup of opera-

tors on a Grothendieck space X. Assume that
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(a) lim,_ t-’ S(t)[[ c and
(b) s-limt_ t-’T(t)S(u)x--O for all x e X and uO.

Then the following two statements hold"
(i) P is a bounded linear projection in X with R(P)=F, N(P)

=s-closure (R) and D(P)-{x e X; :ltn-+C w-lim_ t;S(t)x exists}.
(ii) Q is a bounded linear projection in X* with R(Q)-F*, N(Q)

-s-closuse (R*) and D(Q) {x* X* t-- oo w*-lim_ tS*(t)x*
exists}.

When T(.) is a (Co)-semigroup with generator A, the sets F, F*, R
and R* can be replaced by N(A), N(A*), R(A) and R(A*), respectively.

Theorem 2. A locally integrable semigroup T(.) of operators on
a Grothendieck space is strongly ergodic if .and only if the conditions
(a) and (b) hold and so does the condition"

(c) w*-closure (R*)=s-closure (R*).
Moreover, if T(.) is a (Co)-semigroup with the infinitesimal generator
A, the assertion holds with (c) replaced by

(c’) w*-closure (R(A*))--s-closure (R(A*)).
Because the weak topology and the weak* topology in a reflexive

space are identical, and because every strongly closed convex set is
weakly closed; the above theorem immediately yields the following
well-known

Corollary : (Masani [5]). Let T(.) be a locally integrable semi-
group on a reflexive Banach space. Then T(.) is strongly ergodic if
and only if the conditions (a), (b) hold.

2. Proofs of the theorems. Lemma 1 ([5, Lemma 2.3]). The
following identities hold"

S(u)(T(t) I) (T(u) I)S(t)
--S(t)(T(u)--I)

S(t+ u) S(t) S(u) (u, t> 0).
Proof of Theorem 1. The assertion (i) has been proved in Shaw

[6] or a general Banach space X. Here we shall prove (ii). First,
Q is a bounded operator because of (a) and the estimation"

[(x, Qx*}l=lim i(x, t-’S*(t)x*}[=li__mm l(t-’S(t)x,
_lim t-llS(t)]i]lx]]l]x*]] (x e X, x* e X*).

Next, we show that D(Q) is strongly closed. Let {X*n}D(Q) and x*
-x*. Then {Qx*} is a Cauchy sequence with the limit y* e X*. Fix
an arbitrary x e X aad then choose an n such that

Ilx*-x*tl< IlxllsupllS(t)ll/t (/3) and IlQx*-y*ll<(13)llxll.
t>l

x* e D(Q) implies the existence of a to such that ](x, t-S*(t)x*-Qx*}I
/3 for all t>t0. Thus we have for t>t0

(x, t-’S*(t)x*- y*}]<_[ (x, t-’S*(t)(x*- Xn*)}l
+] (X, t-’S*(t)x* --Qx* } ]+l (x Qx* y*}
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/3//3//3=.
Hence x* e D(Q) and y* w*-lim t-S*(t)x* Qx*, showing that
D(Q) is strongly closed, and so is N(Q).

Since F* is fixed by every T*(), $0, it is also fixed by S*() and
so by Q. Hence F*R(Q). If x* e D(Q), then for all

T*(t)Qx* T*(t)w*-lim u-S*(u)x* w*-lim u-T*(t)S*(u)x*

w*-lim u-(S*(+ u) S*(t))x* Qx*,

the above lemma being used. This shows that Q-Q and R(Q)F*.
Therefore Q is a projection onto R(Q)--F*. Next, Lemma I and con-
dition (b) imply that for all x* e X* and u0

w*-lim t-S*(t)(T*(u)-I*)x* w*-lim t-(T*(t)--l*)S*(u)x* =0.

That is, R* is contained in N(Q), and so is s-closure (R*).
So ar we have proven the relation" F*(s-closure (R*)cD(Q).

To complete the proof of (ii), we need to show that if for some
sequence tn-- c the limit x*" w*-lim t; S*(t)x* exists, then
x* e F* and x*-x* e s-closure (R*).

In fact, by (b) and the lemma, we have

(T*(t)--I*)x* w*-lim t;(T*(t)-I*)S*(t)x*

w*-lim t;(T*(t)--I*)S*(t)x* =0

or all t0, i.e., x* e F*. On the other hand, the vector S(t)x, as an
improper integral, is the strong limit of (t/m)= T(t/m)x as

This and the equivalence ot w-lim and w*-lim in X* yields
that

x* x* w*-lim (tS*(tn) I*)x*

=--w*-lim w*-lim m- {T*(ktn/m)-I*}x*
k

--w-lira w-lira m- (T*(ktn/m)--I*}x*

e w-closure (R*)=s-closure (R*).
Lemma 2. Let T(.) be a (Co)-semigroup of operators on a Banach

space X, and let A be its infinitesimal generator. Then

(i) N(A)=F, N(A*)=F*, s-closure (R(A))=s-closure (R)and w*-
closure (R(A*)) w*-closure (R*)

(ii) s-closure (R(A*))=s-closure (R*) provided that X is a

Grothendiect space.
Proof. The first and the third identities in (i) were proved in

Lemma 5.2 of [5]. They result rom the definition of A and the two
equalities" AS(t)x T(t)x x (x e X), S(t)Ax T(t)x x (x e D(A)).
Using these two equalities and the fact that A is closed and densely
definecl, we cn easily deduce that A*S*(t)x*--T*(t)x*-x* for all
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x* e X* and S*(t)A*x*--T*(t)x*-x* for x* D(A*), from which follow
the inclusions" N(A*)F* and R*R(A*). On the other hand, the
inclusions" F*N(A*), R(A*)w*-closure (R*) are seen from the fact
that A’x*-w*-lim,0 t-(T*(t)-I*)x* for all x* in D(A*) (see [2, p.
48]). Hence the second and the fourth identities in (i) hold.

If X is a Grothendieck space, then for each x* e D(A*)
A*x*=w*-lim n(T*(1/n)-I*)x*=w-lim n(T*(1/n)--I*)x*

e w-closure (R*) s-closure (R*),
proving that R(A*)cs-closure (R*). This with R*R(A*) leads to
(ii).

Proof of Theorem 2. Suppose T(.) is strongly ergodic, i.e., P is
a bounded operator on X. Then (a) and (b) have been proved in
Theorem I of [5]. (c) is proved as follows.

It is clear that Q is now equal to P*. Hence, by the identity R(P)
=F, we have

N()= N(P*)=R(P)Z=Fz= N(T(t)-- I)

a(R(T*(t)-I*)) (aR*)a =w*-elosure (R*).

But we already have N()=s-elosure (R*). herefore (e) holds.
Conversely, suose (a)-(e) hold. Prom the above we have F

=w*-elosure (R*)=s-elosure (R*), which together with (i)of Theorem
1 gives

D(P)=(Fs-closure (R))=F { (R(T(t)-I))Z}

and this set is {0} by (ii) of heorem 1. Since D(P) is dosed, it must
be the whole saee X and T(.) is strongly ergodie.

he equivalence of (e) and (e’) follows from emma 2.
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